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Fuzzy Logic-Based Adaptive Point Cloud Video Streaming

Zhi Liu, Jie Li, Xianfu Chen, Celimuge Wu, Susumu Ishihara, Yusheng Ji, Jie Li
Point cloud video provides 6 degrees of freedom (6DoF) viewing experiences to allow users to freely select the viewing angles

of 3D scenes and is expected to be the next-generation video. This paper studies the point cloud video streaming and proposes a
fuzzy logic-based point cloud video streaming scheme to solve the inherent technical issues. In particular, a point cloud video is first
partitioned into smaller tiles, along with a low-quality base layer covering the entire video. Each tile is encoded into different quality
levels, and both the compressed and uncompressed (i.e., decoded) versions of each tile are prepared for selection. Then, based on
the user’s viewing angle and predicted future network bandwidth condition, fuzzy logic empowered quality level selection, with
properly defined novel fuzzification, fuzzy rules, and defuzzification, is conducted to maximize the received point cloud video quality
under the communication resource, computational resource and quality requirements constraints. Extensive simulations based on
real point cloud video sequences and network traces are conducted, and the results reveal the superiority of the proposed scheme
over the baseline scheme. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work studying point cloud video streaming using fuzzy logic.

Index Terms—point cloud, hologram video, volumetric video, fuzzy logic, immersive video streaming

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of video capturing and trans-
mission technologies, immersive video such as virtual

reality (VR) video [1], which allows free selection of the
viewing direction, has become increasingly popular [2]. Point
cloud video, as shown in Fig. 1, is composed of points
represented in 3D space. Each point is associated with multiple
attributes, such as coordinates and color. Point cloud video can
provide the participants with an even more immersive viewing
experience with 6 degrees of freedom (i.e., 6DoF, including
forward/backward (surge), up/down (heave), left/right (sway)),
and users can freely select any preferred viewing angle of the
3D scene, which is not applicable in VR video as it only
provides 3DoF. Due to the advantages of point cloud video
in terms of providing an extraordinary viewing experience
and enabling viewing from different angles, it has drawn
considerable attention from both academia and industry and
is a typical user case of 5G beyond wireless communications
[3], [4], [5]. The global holography market for industrial
application alone will reach 22.5 billion USD by 2024 [6].
Thus, the study of point cloud video transmission, which is one
fundamental research issue in these applications, is in critical
demand.

However, point cloud video transmission over wireless
networks [7] is nontrivial. The inherent technical challenges
mainly lie in the lack of efficient and adaptive transmission
schemes for handling the high bandwidth and low-latency
requirements and accurate viewing angle prediction methods.
Apart from these challenges, the encoding/decoding complex-
ity introduced by state-of-the-art point cloud video coding
schemes is very high due to the special data structure and lack
of corresponding hardware support. These factors make point
cloud video streaming very different from traditional video
streaming [8], [9] and should be considered in transmission
scheme design. This paper focuses on point cloud video
streaming, which has recently become a research hotspot [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15] and aims to solve the inherent
technical issues to provide users with higher video quality.

The literature in this area mainly focuses on point cloud

compression with the goal of optimizing coding efficiency,
resulting in a low source video rate but with a high complexity
[5], [16]. The point cloud video transmission has not been
fully studied, and most of the existing point cloud video
streaming schemes are based on VR/360 video streaming
methods. In particular, Jounsup et al. proposed a volumetric
media transmission scheme that spatially partitions the point
cloud video into tiles. Different tiles have different quality
levels, and the quality levels are selected depending on their
relation to the user’s view frustum and distance to the user
[10]. [11] presented a number of rate adaptation heuristics that
use information on the user’s position and focus, the available
bandwidth, and the client’s buffer status to determine the most
appropriate quality representation of each object. However,
these works did not consider the decoding complexity [12],
[13], i.e., the computational requirement of the existing point
cloud video codec for decoding exceeds the computational
capability of user devices. [12], [13] confirmed this research
issue, and Li et al. first proposed including uncompressed
tiles to reduce the computational burden of the user device
and optimize the user’s quality of experience (QoE) by s-
electing the proper quality levels under the communication
and computation resource constraints [13]. [14] summarized
the current research progress and confirmed these unsolved
technical issues. Note that these schemes are model-based and
are not adaptive to wireless networks with dynamic channel
conditions.

Therefore, this article provides fuzzy logic empowered point
cloud video streaming over wireless networks, where network
conditions are dynamic, and real-time control is enabled. In
particular, the point cloud video is first properly partitioned
into tiles with different quality levels, along with a low-
quality base layer covering the whole video. The base layer
guarantees a smooth viewing angle switch, and tiling allows
users to perceive the viewing area at a high-quality level. Both
the compressed and uncompressed (i.e., decoded) versions of
each tile are prepared for selection. The uncompressed tiles
do not require decoding with higher bandwidth consumption,
which decreases the user’s computational burden and enables
a tradeoff between available computational resource and trans-
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Fig. 1: Illustration of a point cloud video system. In this system, the scene is simultaneously captured by cameras from different
angles. The server generates the point cloud video from these captured videos. The server and users are connected via a wireless
network, and we focus on the point cloud video streaming over this wireless network.

mission bandwidth. Then, based on the user’s viewing angle,
future network bandwidth, available computational resource
and quality requirements, a fuzzy logic empowered quality
level selection method is proposed with properly defined novel
fuzzification, fuzzy rules, and defuzzification. This fuzzy logic
empowered scheme considers the unique features of the point
cloud video streaming system, which includes the status of the
available computations for decoding and channel bandwidth
changes, and helps maximize the received point cloud video
quality under the communication resource, computational re-
source and user quality requirements constraints. Extensive
simulations based on real point cloud video sequences and
network traces are conducted, and the results reveal the
superiority of the proposed scheme over the baseline scheme.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper studying
point cloud video transmission over wireless networks using
fuzzy logic. The contributions are summarized as follows:

• A point cloud video is properly portioned into tiles with
different quality levels and computational requirements
for decoding, along with a low-quality base layer cover-
ing the whole video. Each encoded tile is also decoded
(i.e., the uncompressed version of each tile is ready for
selection as well) at the server for selection.

• With properly defined novel fuzzification, fuzzy rules,
and defuzzification, a fuzzy logic empowered quality
level selection scheme is proposed to help maximize the
received point cloud video quality, which considers the
future viewing angle, network condition, and available
computational resource.

• Extensive simulations based on real point cloud video
sequences and network traces are conducted, and the
results reveal the superiority of the proposed scheme over
the baseline scheme.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II introduces the state-of-the-art works related to this article.
Section III introduces the system details, including how to
encode the point cloud video and conduct the bandwidth
prediction. Section IV introduces the fuzzy logic empowered
quality level selection. Section V shows the simulation results,
and Section VI concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

This section introduces the related works from the perspec-
tives of point cloud encoding and processing, point cloud video
transmission and fuzzy logic-based resource allocation.

A. Point cloud video encoding and processing

The point cloud is composed of points represented in the
3D space, and each point is associated with multiple attributes,
such as coordinates and color. Point cloud video can provide
a 6DoF viewing experience and thus is expected to be widely
used. The global holography market for industrial application
alone will reach 22.5 billion USD by 2024 [6].

However, to the best of our knowledge, point cloud video
streaming is still in its infancy. One challenge is the large data
volume. Compared with traditional video streaming [17], the
transmission bandwidth for a point cloud video application
with a frame rate of 30 frames per second (i.e., the standard
video frame rate) can be as high as 6 Gbps [18], leading to con-
siderable pressure for transmission and storage. Efficient point
cloud video encoding or compression has, therefore, become
important for high-quality point cloud video applications.

There are two major classes of point cloud encoding meth-
ods according to different distributions of the point cloud
data [5], [16]. For point cloud data with a relatively uniform
distribution in the 3D space, we can leverage the well-known
2D video technologies by projecting the points into 2D frames.
For the point cloud dataset with spare distribution, we can
decompose the 3D space into a hierarchical structure of cubes
and encode each point as an index of the cube to which it
belongs. Note that point cloud encoding requires higher com-
putational complexity than traditional video encoding [12],
[13], which distinguishes the point cloud video streaming
system from the traditional video streaming system.

B. Point cloud video streaming

Point cloud video streaming has drawn increasing attention
recently [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. Most of these
works are based on VR/360 video streaming schemes [1],
[19], i.e., a point cloud video is divided into smaller tiles,
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and only tiles inside the user’s field of view (FoV) (denotes
the part of the video the user is watching) are transmitted,
and optimization can be conducted following this thread to
optimize the defined objective function [10], [11]. However,
these works do not consider the decoding complexity [12],
[13], which makes them hard to deploy in real systems. Li
et al. [13] considered the high computational complexity of
point cloud video decoding, introduced uncompressed tiles
to reduce the computational requirement for decoding, and
studied the inherent transmission optimization problem. Note
that these schemes are model-based and are not adaptive to
wireless networks with dynamic channel conditions.

C. Fuzzy logic empowered resource allocation

Fuzzy logic [20], [21] is an alternative for dynamic re-
source allocation with a very low complexity compared with
reinforcement learning and many other methods [22] while
providing satisfactory performances [23], [24], [25]. In partic-
ular, [23] studied the MPEG DSAH video streaming system
and used fuzzy logic to control the bitrate with the objective
of distributing video segments of the best quality, delivering
undisrupted video playback, and avoiding frequent changes in
video resolution. [24] extended [23] with more appropriate
future bandwidth prediction and bitrate selection. Zhang et al.
[25] studied fuzzy theory-assisted 3D video streaming over a
mobile P2P network.

To the best of our knowledge, fuzzy logic has not yet
been studied, particularly for immersive video (e.g., VR/360
video, point cloud video) streaming. The difficulties of fuzzy
logic learning-based schemes mainly include how to formulate
the resource allocation problem into a fuzzy logic problem,
how to properly define the rules and select the parameters
to obtain satisfactory performance. Therefore, this paper pro-
poses a fuzzy logic empowered point cloud video streaming
considering the features of point cloud video streaming.

III. POINT CLOUD VIDEO STREAMING SYSTEM

This section introduces the point cloud video streaming sys-
tem, including point cloud video tiling and network bandwidth
prediction.

A. System overview

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider a point cloud video
system with dynamic network conditions and real-time control
requirements. In this system, video cameras (RGBD cameras
or RGB cameras [26]) capture the target scene from different
angles. The captured videos are delivered to the server, and
the server generates the point cloud video from these captured
videos. The users can then subscribe to the point cloud video
from the server via a last-mile wireless network.

We focus on point cloud video transmission over wireless
networks. There are N users in this system. User i has a
selected viewing angle at time instance t. The corresponding
viewing area is named FoV1 and denoted as Fi,t. The user

1Different from the VR/360 video system, the number of tiles covered by
one particular FoV can be very different due to the different selected viewing
distances from the scene.

can switch to another FoV Fi,t+1 at the next time instance
t+1. The received video quality should be no smaller than Qi,
which corresponds to the user quality requirement constraint.
The bandwidth experienced by user i is limited and dynamic.
We assume user i’s bandwidth is Bi,t at time instance t.
Bi,t can be known (with errors) by bandwidth prediction as
explained in Section III-C. At time t, user i has Ci,t available
computational capacity to decode the compressed tiles. Due
to the high decoding complexity, the available computational
capacity at the user device is insufficient for decoding the
compressed frames at 30 frames per second, and we count
Ci,t in terms of how many compressed frames2 the user can
decode per second.

To comply with MPEG DASH [27], each user selects the
quality levels using fuzzy logic, considering the buffer status,
predicted channel bandwidth, viewing angle and available
computation capacity. Then, the tiles with the selected quality
levels are transmitted to the user via the wireless networks. We
assume that the quality levels of the tiles inside each FoV at
each time instance are the same to avoid degrading the viewing
experience. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed fuzzy
logic-based point cloud video streaming.

Next, we explain each component in detail.
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Fig. 2: Flowchart of the fuzzy logic-based point cloud video
streaming system.

B. Point cloud video tiling

A point cloud video streaming system should provide a
smooth viewing angle switch and high-quality received video.
For the first point, we propose to encode the whole point
cloud video into a base layer at a low quality. The base layer
covers all the viewing angles and thus smooths the viewing
angle switch. The size of the base layer for time t is St. Note
that uncompressed version of the base layer is not provided
to reduce the bandwidth consumption. Regarding the second
research issue, the point cloud video is partitioned into tiles to
efficiently utilize the precious and limited channel bandwidth.
This allows transmitting the tiles inside the user FoV at a
high-quality level with limited bandwidth consumption and
thus enables a high-quality received video.

Specifically, we first calculate the length, width, and height
of the smallest enclosing cuboid that surrounds the point cloud
video frame and determine which side of the cuboid is ”height”

2Note that different numbers of tiles are transmitted for different frames.
We count the computational capability in the frame level to show its impact
on the point cloud video streaming.
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according to the situation of the object. For example, when the
point cloud video is about a character, the direction in which
the character stands is the ”height” of the cuboid. Then, we
perform N × M partitioning on the plane perpendicular to
the height and dividing them into H layers in the ”height”
direction, and finally, N ×M ×H tiles are obtained. Fig. 3
shows a base layer and typical tile partitioning.

Each partitioned tile at time t is compressed into L quality
levels. Given that the previous tile may disappear in the next
frame, tiling makes the interframe prediction more difficult,
and we can adjust the interframe prediction accordingly to
avoid this issue. Compressed tile (n,m, h, t), 1 ≤ n ≤ N, 1 ≤
m ≤M, 1 ≤ h ≤ H with quality level l, 1 ≤ l ≤ L has source
encoding size sn,m,h,l,t, point-to-point PSNR qn,m,h,l,t, and
computational requirement dn,m,h,l,t for decoding (in terms
of how many compressed frames to decode). The high-quality
level provides a high-quality video with a larger source encod-
ing size. We also decode each compressed tile and thus have
uncompressed tiles at different quality levels. Uncompressed
tile (n,m, h, t) with quality level l has source encoding size
s
′

n,m,h,l,t, point-to-point PSNR qn,m,h,l,t (which is the same
as the compressed tile at the same quality level), and zero
computational requirement for decoding. The uncompressed
tile has a larger bandwidth requirement in comparison with
the corresponding compressed tile, i.e., s

′

n,m,h,l,t > sn,m,h,l,t.
By using the uncompressed tiles for selection, we can reduce
the computational load of the user device by sacrificing more
bandwidth consumption. Note that both the base layer and
each tile use the group of pictures (GoP) as the encoding unit,
which is the same as in traditional video systems.

base layer tile partition

low quality

high quality

Fig. 3: Illustration of the base layer and the enhancement
layers at two selected quality levels. The empty parts are
omitted in each tile.

C. Viewing angle and bandwidth prediction

Viewing angle prediction is an important component in point
cloud video streaming. Accurate viewing angle prediction
could avoid wasting precious network bandwidth resource
by only delivering the video parts watched by the user.
This paper focuses on fuzzy logic-based point cloud video
transmission and associated video processes, and we assume

that the viewing angles are known based on the prediction and
feedback from user devices.3

For the future network bandwidth prediction, we consider
the gated recurrent unit (GRU), long short-term memory
(LSTM) and stacked autoencoders (SAEs) and heavily reuse
the code provided by [29]. Because the page is limited and
we focus on fuzzy logic-based quality level selection, we omit
the explicit explanations, and refer the reader to [29] for more
details. The prediction results are shown in Section V-B.

IV. FUZZY LOGIC EMPOWERED POINT CLOUD VIDEO
TRANSMISSION

This section introduces the adopted fuzzy logic for user i’s
tile quality level selection. We first explain the constraints and
objective and then introduce the fuzzy logic empowered point
cloud video transmission. Finally, we discuss some feasibility
issues to implement this system.

A. Constraints and objective

We first define two indicator notations: Ii,cn,m,h,l,t = 1, 1 ≤
n ≤ N, 1 ≤ m ≤ M, 1 ≤ h ≤ H, 1 ≤ l ≤ L indicates that
the compressed tile (n,m, h, t) at quality level l is transmitted
at time t for user i, and 0 otherwise. Similarly, Ii,un,m,h,l,t = 1
indicates that the uncompressed tile (n,m, h, t) at quality level
l is transmitted at time t for user i, and 0 otherwise.

For each tile, at most one quality level is selected and
delivered, then we have the following constraint:

L∑
l=1

(Ii,cn,m,h,l,t + Ii,un,m,h,l,t) ≤ 1,∀n,m, h, t (1)

The communication resource constraint for a particular time
period t is shown as follows:

St +

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

H∑
h=1

L∑
l=1

(Ii,cn,m,h,l,t × sn,m,h,l,t

+Ii,un,m,h,l,t × s
′

n,m,h,l,t) ≤ Bi,t,

(2)

which guarantees that the bandwidth consumed by user i does
not exceed his/her available bandwidth.

The computational resource constraint requires that con-
sumed computations should not exceed the available compu-
tational capacity, which is shown as follows:

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

H∑
h=1

L∑
l=1

Ii,cn,m,h,l,t × dn,m,h,l,t ≤ Ci,t (3)

We also guarantee the minimal quality level requirement,
which is shown as follows:

L∑
l=1

(Ii,cn,m,h,l,t + Ii,un,m,h,l,t)× qn,m,h,l,t

≥
L∑

l=1

(Ii,cn,m,h,l,t + Ii,un,m,h,l,t)×Qi,∀n,m, h, t

(4)

3Note that viewing angle prediction in VR/360 video streaming is mature,
and similar methods can be used for more challenging point cloud video
streaming, where 6DoF is allowed [28].
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The objective is to maximize the received video quality by
the user during the time period 1..., T ; thus, the optimization
problem can be formulated as follows:

Problem 1 (Quality Maximization):

max
q̄

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

H∑
h=1

L∑
l=1

T∑
t=1

(Ii,cn,m,h,l,t + Ii,un,m,h,l,t)× qn,m,h,l,t

s.t. (1), (2), (3), (4),

where q̄ denotes the set of the quality level selection param-
eters qn,m,h,l,t. Note that we priority the base layer in the
transmission to guarantee the smooth viewing angle switch
and omit the base layer in the objective function for simplicity.
To handle the large variable space and fulfill the requirement
of real-time control for video streaming, we introduce a fuzzy
logic empowered solution for this problem in the next section.

B. Fuzzy logic empowered quality level selection

The compressed tiles have different features compared with
the uncompressed tiles. On the one hand, the compressed
tiles are very small in size in comparison with the uncom-
pressed tiles. On the other hand, the compressed tiles require
very high computational capacity for their decoding before
playback, which exceeds the computational capacity of user
device. Thus, we prioritize transmitting uncompressed tiles
over compressed tiles.

Fig. 4 describes the logic of this the fuzzy logic empowered
quality level selection. In particular, the user first calculates
the highest quality level of the uncompressed tiles allowed
according to the predicted bandwidth at the next time instance.
If this quality level is below the predefined threshold, and the

start

highest level
allowed 

compressed tile
at highest level

fuzzy logic for
adjustment

if level < threshold &
computation > threshold

yes
no

transmission,
buffer/computation

resource update

Fig. 4: Flowchart of the fuzzy logic empowered quality level
selection.

available computational capability is beyond the predefined
threshold (which is different from the threshold for quality
levels), the client requests a compressed tile instead. When

the compressed tiles are chosen, the highest quality level is
selected. By doing so, we provide users a better received
video quality with small bandwidth overhead. The threshold
values are determined based on the computational capability
of the user device and bandwidth conditions. If the quality
level is larger than the predefined threshold or the available
computational capability is smaller than the predefined thresh-
old, we use fuzzy logic to adjust the quality level, which
is the core of this paper and introduced in Section IV-C.
Then, the transmission begins, and the buffer and available
computational resource are updated.

C. Fuzzy logic-based quality level adjustment

Fuzzy logic is a form of many-valued logic in which the
true values of variables may be any real number between 0
and 1, both inclusive. To properly select the quality levels, we
consider three input variables, i.e., buffer status, bandwidth
changes and available computational resource. The buffer
status records the number of point cloud video frames cached
in the client buffer. Bandwidth changes show the changes be-
tween the bandwidth of the next time instances and the current
bandwidth. The available computational resource determines
how many frames the client can decode when the decision is
made. The client aims to maximize the received video quality
by selecting the proper quality level without violating the
constraints (1),(2),(3),(4).

We next explain the details from the perspectives of fuzzi-
fication, fuzzy rules and defuzzification.

1) fuzzification
We first explain the membership functions of the three

variables, i.e., buffer status, bandwidth changes and available
computational resource. Then, we explain the membership
function of the output.

The buffer status records the number of frames cached in the
client buffer. In this system, only a very small buffer is allowed
to guarantee the real-time requirement. Thus, we consider a
buffer up to 15 frames in this paper, which equals a 0.5-second
delay and is tolerable for point cloud video users. Note that we
can further reduce the number of frames in the buffer, which
does not affect the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. Three
linguistic variables [empty, fair, full] are adopted for the buffer
status. A trapezoidal membership function, as shown in Fig.
5a, is adopted to describe the buffer status. Empty, fair, full
indicate that the number of frames in the buffer is small,
normal, and large, respectively.

Bandwidth changes are calculated as the ratio of the predict-
ed bandwidth to the current bandwidth. In the simulation, we
compare the current bandwidth with the predicted bandwidth
at the next 5 time instances. The bandwidth changes are clas-
sified into three categories: [decreasing, similar, increasing],
which represent that the bandwidth requirement will decrease,
remain approximately the same, and increase, respectively. We
use the trapezoidal membership function as the membership
function for bandwidth changes, and this function is shown in
Fig. 5b.

Point cloud video decoding requires much more time than
2D video decoding. The available computational resource
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5: Membership functions of the input, where (a), (b), (c) are membership functions of buffer, bandwidth changes
and available computational resource, respectively. Here we assume a buffer with 15 frames, and the maximum available
computational capability can decode three frames within half a second.

records the status of the computational capability. When the
client selects the video quality, the available computations are
counted in terms of how many point cloud video frames the
client can decode. Three linguistic variables [limited, normal,
substantial] are adopted for the available computational re-
source. A trapezoidal membership function, as shown in Fig.
5c, is adopted to describe the status of the available computa-
tion resource. [Limited, normal, substantial] indicate that the
number of frames the client can decode is small, normal and
large, respectively. With a higher available decoding capability,
the client can select to transmit more compressed video tiles
to save bandwidth consumption; otherwise, the uncompressed
video is transmitted to guarantee the decoding can be com-
pleted in time. This allows a tradeoff between the bandwidth
consumption and computational power consumption.

The output is defined in a similar manner to represent the
quality level selection factor. As shown in Fig. 6, the linguistic
variables of the output are described as large decrease/mode
change (BD), decrease (D), no change (keep), increase (I),
and large increase (BI). Decrease (D), no change (keep),
increase (I), and large increase (BI) show how the quality
level should be adjusted, where the quality level decreases by
one, remains the same, increases by one, and increase by two,
respectively. Large decrease/mode change (BD) means that the
client will receive compressed tiles instead due to resource
indigence. Similarly, the highest quality level is selected for
the compressed tiles.

2) fuzzy rules
The fuzzy if-then rules for our controller are shown in Table

I, which map the three inputs to an output value. To design
the fuzzy if-then rules, parameter tuning is required according
to the conditions of the scenarios. However, this algorithm
is not complicated and does not require heavy training as in
deep reinforcement learning; thus, it is suitable for point cloud
video transmission in wireless networks.

3) defuzzification
The last step of the fuzzy logic process is defuzzification,

where there are many mature defuzzification methods. In this
article, we adopt the centroid as the defuzzification method.
Finally, we obtain a recommendation value for the system.

Fig. 6: Membership functions of the output.

D. Feasibility

Video streaming has a stringent delay requirement, and thus,
the complexity should not be high. The fuzzy logic-based
quality level selection method has low complexity, which
can be seen from the aforementioned details. The threshold
values, membership functions, and rules in this scheme must
be predefined according to the network and user conditions,
which is also not difficult. Therefore, the fuzzy logic-based
quality level selection method is feasible with good transmis-
sion performance, as introduced in the next section.

In addition, the user quality requirement can be satisfied by
eliminating improper low-quality levels from the quality level
choices, which further lowers the complexity as well.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we introduce the simulation setup and
simulation results to verify the performance of the proposed
fuzzy logic-based point cloud video streaming.

A. Simulation setup

We used two MPEG recommended point cloud video se-
quences longdress and loot as the video source. We allowed
the view switch at each frame boundary, i.e., the user could
switch viewing angles 30 times per second. This is also the
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TABLE I: Fuzzy rules

Rules
buffer bandwidth computation action

Rule1 empty decreasing limited D
Rule2 empty decreasing normal BD
Rule3 empty decreasing substantial BD
Rule4 empty similar limited D
Rule5 empty similar normal keep
Rule6 empty similar substantial BD
Rule7 empty increasing limited D
Rule8 empty increasing normal keep
Rule9 fair increasing substantial BD
Rule10 fair decreasing limited D
Rule11 fair decreasing normal D
Rule12 fair decreasing substantial BD
Rule13 fair similar limited keep
Rule14 fair similar normal I
Rule15 fair similar substantial I
Rule16 fair increasing limited I
Rule17 fair increasing normal BI
Rule18 fair increasing substantial BI
Rule19 full decreasing limited keep
Rule20 full decreasing normal I
Rule21 full decreasing substantial I
Rule22 full similar limited BI
Rule23 full similar normal BI
Rule24 full similar substantial BI
Rule25 full increasing limited BI
Rule26 full increasing normal BI
Rule27 full increasing substantial BI

highest frequency allowed by a video system with a frame
rate of 30 Hz. The encoder and decoder was VPCC-TMC2-v7,
which is recommended by MPEG. Both videos were divided
into 3 × 4 × 4 tiles. The lowest video quality was provided
by the compressed base layer. Each tile was encoded into
another 5 video quality levels for both compressed versions
and uncompressed versions. The FoV was selected randomly,
and our scheme works with other types of viewing angle
switch models as well. We assumed that each user could
decode 3 compressed tiles per 0.5 seconds4 and the base layer
could satisfy the user quality requirement.

The network trace we used was the 4G LTE traces [30] in
two different scenarios: foot and bus, with different channel
dynamics. We scaled the traces to provide a larger bandwidth
and excluded the bandwidth consumed by the base layer,
which was the same for all schemes.

B. Channel bandwidth prediction

The dataset [30] provides network traces in different scenar-
ios, including bus, car, foot, train, bicycle and tram. Here, we
first show the prediction result for the bus trace. The goal was
to predict log02 and log03 of the bus trace, and the remaining
traces were used as the training data.

The results are shown in Fig. 7. From the simulation results,
we can observe that the deep learning algorithms provided very
accurate bandwidth prediction. Among the three adopted deep
learning schemes, SAEs had the highest accuracy. This was

4We found that each compressed tile required 0.5 seconds for decoding
using an office laptop; thus, we assumed that each user could decode 3
compressed tiles in 0.5 seconds considering that each machine had multiple
CPUs. Our scheme is also effective with other available computational
resource, which is reflected in the simulation result as well.

Fig. 7: Comparison of the bandwidth and the predicted band-
width at different time instances.

(a) Quality level. (b) Received video quality (dB).

Fig. 8: Simulation performance with trace foot and video
sequence longdress.

also true for other network traces such as foot and car. Thus,
the results achieved by SAEs were used for the quality level
selection.

We also found that more training data (including the traces
in different scenarios) resulted in higher accuracy, and the
accuracy of predicting the trend (i.e., bandwidth increase or
decrease) was higher than that of predicting the exact value.

C. Transmission performance

To show the performance of the proposed scheme, we com-
pared the fuzzy logic-based scheme with a baseline scheme
best effort. The best-effort scheme selected the highest possible
video quality levels of the uncompressed tiles according to the
predicted bandwidth at the next time instance.

We first show the simulation results using the trace foot
and video sequence longdress in Fig. 8. From Fig. 8, we can
observe that the proposed scheme achieves the best effort by
a large margin. This is because the fuzzy logic-based scheme
can adaptively select the proper quality level according to the
buffer status, bandwidth changes and available computational
capacity and thus can efficiently use these available bandwidth
and computing resource. The fuzzy logic-based scheme also
reduces the stall (where the advanced tiles are not received),
where the stall degrades the viewing experience. This is
because the fuzzy logic-based scheme can properly adjust the
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TABLE II: Simulation performance

PNSR (dB) Ratio of stall
Fuzzy with longdress&foot 66.25 0.026
Best effort with longdress&foot 63.57 0.231
Fuzzy with longdress&bus 66.83 0
Best effort with longdress&bus 65.19 0.101
Fuzzy with longdress&foot&C=10 66.60 0.007
Fuzzy with loot&foot 69.00 0.015
Best effort with loot&foot 66.58 0.171
Fuzzy with loot&bus 69.45 0
Best effort with loot&bus 68.39 0.060

(a) Quality level. (b) Received video quality (dB).

Fig. 9: Simulation performance with trace bus and video
sequence longdress.

quality level in accordance with future bandwidth changes and
available computing resource.

We then show the simulation results using the trace bus
and video sequence longdress in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9, we can
observe similar performance as in Fig. 8. The fuzzy logic-
based scheme outperforms the baseline scheme because it can
properly select the quality level according to the buffer status,
bandwidth changes and available computation capacity.

In table II, we show more simulation results in terms
of average received video quality of 1,100 time instances
with different network traces, different video sequences and
different available computational capabilities C. From these
simulation results, we make the following observations. First,
the fuzzy logic-based scheme greatly reduces the number
of stalls. Second, the fuzzy logic-based scheme outperforms
the baseline scheme in all scenarios, which is similar to the
aforementioned results in Fig. 8 and 9. Third, when the avail-
able computational capability becomes higher, better received
video quality can be obtained, and the stall ratio decreases as
well. This is because a higher computational capability allows
the transmission of more compressed tiles, which reflects the
tradeoff between the bandwidth and computational capability.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper studied fuzzy logic-based adaptive point cloud
video streaming. The point cloud video is first partitioned
into smaller segments with different quality levels, along
with a lower quality base layer covering the entire video. In
addition to the compressed tiles, uncompressed tiles are also
provided to enable the tradeoff between network bandwidth

consumption and computation consumption. Then, based on
the viewing angle, predicted network bandwidth and buffer
status, a fuzzy logic empowered quality level selection scheme
is conducted to maximize the received video quality. Extensive
simulations based on real point cloud video sequences and
network traces were conducted, and the results reveal the
superiority of the proposed scheme over the baseline scheme.
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